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UIFSA
**Definition: Foreign**

Country
- Federal Reciprocating
- State Reciprocating
- Similar to UIFSA
- Convention Country

Support Order
Tribunal

---

**In a State**

*Vs.*

**Not Here**

“Outside This State”

---

**Definition: Person**

FedEx Corporation
Kawailo Puu Iki
TTP
Trans Pacific Partnership
You ain’t baby daddy
You’ll never make me baby daddy
You ain’t baby daddy

Definition: Record

No Custody Issues

Applies to everyone
Non-Resident Jurisdiction

- **NO** Required Presence
- Telephonic Participation
- Forms for Evidence

Redirecting Payments

- No one resides in Order state.
- CP receiving IV-D services.
- Court or Agency in ORDER state can redirect to SDU of services state.

Registration

- Controlling Order
- Consolidated Arrears
- Including INTEREST
Controlling (Only) Order

- Determines prospective support.
- Interest applies to future missed payments AND arrears.
- Fixes the duration. No subsequent order.

Verify No More
Nondisclosure of

C E J Exclusive To Modify
Responding

- Telephonic Participation
- "UIFSA" forms
- Genetic Testing
- Nationality
- Residence
- Standard of Living

Enforcement

UIFSA 2008

- Federal Reciprocating
- State Reciprocating
- Similar to UIFSA
- Convention Country
- Comity

Translation

отец
Padre
Vater
оке
Hijo
Sohn
息子
If a foreign country lacks or refuses to exercise jurisdiction, state:

- May assume and bind
- Consent N/A
- Residence of petitioner N/A

Order is the Controlling Order
Modifications

UIFSA 2008
Hague Convention Country

- Not if creditor remains in issuing state unless by consent or failure to object
- If a foreign tribunal lacks or refuses to exercise jurisdiction

The End